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Reforming and partial oxidation of hydrocarbons [1,2], combustion of
natural gas [3,4], and the reduction of pollutant emissions from
automobiles [5] are important examples for catalytic reactions over
platinum.
The application of reliable and predictive modeling of technical reactors
used by CFD simulations calls for a better understanding of the kinetics
and elementary-step reactions. A detailed surface mechanism is















The software DETCHEM [6] was applied for numerical simulation.
Steady state and transient models of packed bed, channel and
monolithic reactors have been evaluated concerning their ability to






over a wide range of
conditions




Crucial steps in the




















































• Adsorbates are assumed to be randomly distributed on the surface
• Surface is viewed as being uniform; the local environment (edges, defects,  
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KIT – University of the State of Baden-Wuerttemberg and
National Research Center of the Helmholtz Association
Experimental CO oxidation results (dots) of
different reactor systems were simulated (solid
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The developed sub-mechanisms are applicable to different reactors
and experimental set-ups. The simulations conform to the
experimental data very well.
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